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Local artist shows
works at Warehouse

entra

AIDS shows no bias,
yet we shun its victims

Knights prepare for an
invasion of Leathemecks

Serving The University of Central Florida Since 1968

Search committee forn1ed
Hitt wants new provost to be selected by mid-March
by Zuaelie Ahmed
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Twenty members of the administration, faculty and student body have been selected
to sit on a committee searchingforaprovostandvice-president of academic affairs to replace Richard Astro, who resigned earlier this year. Screening of applications
will begin Oct. 15. President
John Hitt has said he would
like the new provost in office
by mid-March.
While there is no deadline
for the expected 150-200 ap-

plications, by mid-November
the applications will be reduced to a list of semi-finalists, who will be invited to UCF
during Deceinber and January.
Students will be able to meet
semi-finalists and submit
evaluation forms on them.
"We will definitely read the
evaluation forms and take
them into consideratio nwhen
selecting a new provost," said
Ronnie Clayton, chairman of
the finance department and
chairman of the committee.
All application materials
will be available in the librarr

by mid-November for student
review.
A doctorate degree; academic administrative experience in a dean's level or above;
planning, budgetary, and communication skills; and a record
of teaching are all requirements for the position.
The provost will be expected
to work closely with Hitt as
well as the faculty at UCF.
Michael Bass' position as
vice president of sponsored
research will not be filled for
at least a year, Clayton said.
Bass resigned at the same time
as Astro.

Fee cap removed
by Board of Regents
by Sandy Irwin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students taking more than
12 hours of classes this semester may have found their athletic fee a little higher than
they expected.
The Florida Board of Regents recently removed the 12hour credit cap on the athletic
fee. UCF leaders say the move
will benefit students without
raising the rate of $5.50 an
. hour, a rate that has been in
place since the spring of 1989.
"The $5.50 per credit hour
base fee is still the same," said
Vice President of Administration and Finance John Bolte.
"The only difference is that students taking more than 12
credit hours will have to pay in
accordance to how many hours

fees increa~e
,

,

they take."
The policy will not affect the
majority of students, Bolte
said, since the average student takes about 10 credit
hours.
An athletic fee setting committee first voted on the removal of the cap earlier this
year. The committee was
formed after the athletics department requested an increase in the fees, chairman
Jason DiBona said. The committee is also cc~ ·prised of students Jeff Laing and Cash
Ulmer, UCF Budget Officer
Jim Smith and Bill Callarman,
chairman of the UCF athletic
committee.
Instead of raising the fee,
the committee decided to remove the cap.
"There is no adequate justification for a fee increase,"
DiBona said last week.
The proposal went into effect immediately after the
Board of Regents approved it
at its last meeting.
"This will benefit students,"
DiBona said. "This is a good
way to raise money for athletics without having to raise the
athletic fee."
DiBona estimated the expected revenue at about
$200,000.
"It did raise some new
money for athletics without
having to raise the athletic fee,
which is great," he said. "It
ATHLETIC continued page 5

Students will hopefully have fewer parking problems if parking spaces now designated for faculty are switched to student parking. (Fii• pho1o1FuruREl

Students may get extra parking space
..

.

.

by Patti Kidd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students may ·get 60-70 extra parking spaces
near th.e Visual Arts Center.
.
The Traffic and Parking Committee are surveying a parking lot near the building to decide
whether the faculty spaces are being used enough.
If not, students may have more places to park.
"Depending on the results of the survey, students could realize an additional 60 to 70 parking
spaces," said Traffic and Parking Committee
Chairman Jason DiBona
The traffic surveys consist of car counts during peak times (10-11 a.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays) to determine a lot's occupancy. The
results will be discussed at a Traffic and Parking
Committee meeting in early October.
"Taking traffic counts on lots is not unusual It
happens on all the lots," said UCFVice President

.

for Administration and Finance John Bolte.
The committee changes unfilled faculty lots to
aecominodatemore students. Unfilled faculty lots
can become student lots or mixed lots for faculty
and-staff.
Bolte said it is more difficult to enforce parking
rules in a mixed lot than a reserved one.
"When people are in a hurry, they tend to park
in whatever space is available," Bolte said. "More
tickets are issued in a mixed use lot than are
issued in a reserve lot, but sometimes we have to
establish a mixed use lot."
Last spring, an underutilized faculty lot, G3,
near the Education Building, was switched to a
student lot Students gained 69 parking lots by
the switch, DiBona said. But in early August, the
Traffic and Parking Committee began receiving
letters of complaint from faculty members who
had to park further from the Education Building.
PARKING continued page 4
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UCF administrator on leave to nm for Senate
Crawford wants better representation in the Senate, supports''buy back" program for education
attracting much-needed research and development and
hlgh-tech industries, education must take on a greater role.
Other changes that Crawford would like to introduce
include devising a newt.ax system, making Florida's tax
base more stable and streamlining the spending habits of
state agencies."Accountability is the key," Crawford said
She believes state resources should be used on an asneeded basis.
Crawford's opponent also supports the replacement of
education funds lost due to inadequate funding.
He thinks this can be achieved by the Commission on
Education Reform and AccountabilitYs Blue Print 2000
program, whichgivesmorefundingcontroltolocalcommu·
nities.
Dyer sees the state government as the motivational
force to encourage Florida's economic development. He
believes Florida must be aggressive in marketing it.self t.o
compete with other siatesinattractingnew businesses and
jobs. Ifelected, Dyer would like to have a thorough review
of all sales tax exemptions.
Also, he would like Florida's budget priorities t.o be
education, economic development, accessible and affordable health care and conservation.

by Ann Mar1e Sl<es
STAFF REPORTER

•

A UCF alumna and former administratornowwants t.o
make a place for herself in Florida politics.
Candir.e Crawford, former director ofCommunity Relations for UCF, is running for Florida Senate.
Crawford will face Buddy Dyer in the Democratic runoff election Oct. 3.
The winner ofthe run-offelection will campaign against
Republican candidate Steve De Mino to represent District
14.

As director of Community Relations, Crawford was
responsibleforpromotingUCFthroughoutCentralFlorida.
Havingheldthepositionfornearlythreeyears, Crawfm:d
took a leave of absence t.o pursue her political aspirations
in the Senate. Crawford has been politically active for 20
years, volunteering for various campaigns. "fve always
been veiy comfort.able helping others," said Crawford.
Afteryearsofhelpingotherpeoplegetelected, Crawford
said she decided it was time for her to use her experience t.o
benefit Florida. "I wasn't pleased with the people that were
coming forward to run," Crawford said "I found a void

MOON CHILDREN

.
by Rosibel Monserrate
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFsliterarymagazine, wrhe
Florida Review," recently received a $4,105 grant from the
Florida Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs.
The English department publishes "The Florida Review" twice
a year with submissions from
across the oountry. To increase
submissions, UCF exchanges
magazines with other colleges
throughout the United States.
Funding for "The Florida Review" also oomes from the College of Arts and Sciences, the
UCF Foundation and the UCF
Office of Graduate Studies and

Research. The Department of
Cultural Affairs gives out 10 to
12 grants to select applicants from
across the state.
This is the third year "The
Florida Review" received a grant
from Cultural Affairs. Initially, a
oommittee of private citizens reviews the grant applications. The
oommittee turns in their recommendations to a seoond grant
review panel hired by the state.
The panel reviews the applications and turns in their recommendations t.o the state's head of
cultural affairs who makes the
final decision oh which applicants
will receive grants.
GRANT continued page 5

Corrections ·
Jie Shi and Randy Liu enjoy some moonpie (Chinese cake) and Coke during the
Chinese Moon Festival in the Student Center Auditorium earlier this month. The
Moon Festival is the Chinese people'scelebration of Thanksgiving. ceeverty arttton1FuruRE)

Tuesday's student government elections section incorrectly
stated that Seat 2 in Liberal Studies was unopposed. Stacey
Fanning was also running for the seat. Also Larissa Camacho's
name was left out of Seat 12, although information about her
was given, and Arts and Sciences candidate Heather Wilson was
incorrectly listed as a member of CAB homecoming committee.
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Keys stolen by irate bystander
by Deborah Noble
STAFF REPORTER

• Robert A Harris parked his car in one of the
disabled parking spot.s behind the computer store
and when he returned, he disoovered his stateissued disabled parking pass and car keys were
missing.
Harris says he left. his car unlocked and his keys
in the ignition intentionally.
Later, Harris asked the person parked next to
himifbehadseenanyoneenterthecar.Atthatpoint,
the person became irate and admitted to taking the
keysand tag because he said Harris should not have
been using them.
After Harris provided an explariation, the unknown suspect returned his keys and permit Harris
says he does not wish to press charges.
• Six UCF students were arrested for drinking
related offenses,includingDUI and underage drinking.
Aldo, 20, and Alex Cardona, 19, were arrested in
the grass area east of Greek Park for underage

drinking.

.

Thereportst.atedthat twocarsdrovewithin 5feet
ofa policevehicle.AnofficerwitnessedAldoCardona
pass a bottle of Boones Farm wine to the other car.
TheoffioorfoundtwolioonsesofAldoCardona'sin
the car. One had been altered to show that he was
over21.
DavidAlexanderGarcia, 18, wasalsoarrestedfor

underage drinking. On Sept 11, a police officer
observed Garcia holding a can ofbeer.
Shane Thomas McBride, 18, was arrested for
driving under the influenoo of alcohol
A police officer observed McBride run a stop sign
and pulled him over. At that time, the officer noted
that McBride's eyes watered, speech slurred and
breath smelled of alrohol
The officer performed sobriety tests on site and
later at the Orange County Breath Testing Unit.
McBride's test results were .113 and .112. The legal
limit for blood alcohol is .10.
Andrea Cristine Vandyke, 18, was also arrested
for driving under the influence of alcohol
She failed to stop at a stop sign at the comer of
Gemini Boulevard and Central Florida Boulevard
and was pulled over. The police officer noted that Vandyke had glassy
eyes and her breath smelled of alcohol The officer
performed a sobriety test there and later results
showed her blood alcohol content to be .139 and 137.
Chad Christopher Deckard, 21, was arrested for
driving under the influence. A police officer observed
Deckard leaving his car, grabbing another person
and then returning to the car.
The officer stated thatDeckard's breath smelled of
alcohol, his eyes were glassy and his speech slightly
slurred...
Later his blood alcohol content tested .120 and
.113.

When you re
driving down the
road with your
friends and one
of them throws his trash out the
window, then
they all do it.
1

Just remeber ...
They're. stupid.
A PSA of the CFF

Insert your own public service announcement here.
Its easy just use themes like smoking, trashing the
environment, or essentially anything fun.
A PSA of the CFF

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

What does The Future have in store for you!... rpa~$
To find out, come in and fill out an application and \.
talk to one of our editors. There are positi.ons
available in sports, features and news. Jobs
available in photography, reporting and
production. For futher information call 823-6397.
PARKING
FROM PAGE 1
Earlier this month, Bolte
called an emergency meeting
oftheTrafficandParkingCommittee to discuss alternatives
which would be fair to the faculty and students.
"The letters expressed concern because faculty members
had to park so far away from
theiroffices,"Bolte said. "Many
faculty members who work in
the Education Building also
work in the public schools.
They have to carry a lot of
things to._ and from their cars."
While faculty are allowed to
park in student lots, due to heavy
student use few of the teachers
get an opportunity to do so.
In response, one row ofthe lot

was designated as faculty parking.
"Students gained parking
spaces by the lot change and
one row has been marked fac-ulty only," said Parking Ser-·
vices Executive Assistant Ina
L. Carpenter. "It gives everyone a chance to be close. I went
around on a normally heavy
day, and there were parking
spaces available, although
some were in dirt areas and
were a little inconvenient."
According to Carpenter, parking lots on the west side of the
campus seem to be used more
now.
"We don't know ~ether there
are more students attending
classes on that side of the campus," Carpenter said, "or students
are parkingon that side and walking across campus."

'

You can put special

. _ Belz Factory
·Outlet World
Ma112

OUTLET ·

363-4670

10% ·student discount on ro~ular ·merchandise with UCF ID

•

•

sauce on a burger.
Or you can gain valuable experience at The
Central Florida Future. We can use you as a
news reporter. Call 823-NEWS and ask for
Sandra Pedicini, news editor.

Plus, we won't leave you feeling greasy.

•
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Grad students object to scholarship tax
Congress reluctant to repeal tax on scholarships to post-baccalaureate students
by John Wllllams
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

A Congress, in a House bill
that would rescind a 17 percent tax on graduate and professional students' stipends,
scholarships and fellowships
faces little chance of passing
this year because of Congress'
reluctance to eliminate taxes.
"It's all over for this year.
The president is talking about
vetoing anything that looks
like a tax increase," said Thomas Linney, director of gov' ernnient relations for the
Council of Graduate Schools.
"My fear is that the political
' season is upon us."
The 1986 TaxReformAct put
a 17 percent tax on all scholarships and othermoney awarded
to post-baccalaureate students
in graduate and professional
schools. The Internal Revenue
Service is expected to begin actively enforcing the tax this year,
officials said.
Revenues from the tax was
expected to produce about $550
million from 1986-91, if the
tax had been fully enforced.
Scholarship money used for
tuition and fees, books and
, supplies remains tax-free,
while money used for living
expenses and travel is taxed
\ under the act.
·
"We opposed the bill at the
time because we knew it would

be a hardship on graduate students," Linney said. "Congress,
in its fervor for its tax reform,
saw college graduate students
as privileged people. But we
know graduate students live
on very little money."
The bill, co-sponsored by
U.S. Rep. Tom Lewis, R-Fla.,
and the National Association
of Graduate and Professional
Students (NAGPS), was introduced in March and hasn't been
scheduled for a hearing yet.
"Perceptions are that graduate
students are wealthy. We aren't. I
don't know ifit's anti-academic or
what, but it's sad," saidJoy Ward,
executivecoordinatorfor NAGSP.
'The tax is not on a wealthy segment ofthe population. Totaxthe
bottom population is absolutely
ridiculous."
Ward, who is working on
her master's degree in management at Memphis State
University in Tennessee, said
the graduate student population has changed in the past 15
years. The norm used to be
that a college or university
graduate went directly to
graduate or professional
school, when more stipends
and assistantships were available than there are currently,
she said.
Now, Ward said, there are
more non-traditional students
going to graduate school who
can't rely on their parents for

financial assistance, and they
are competing for stipends,
scholarships and assistantships from an ever-shrinking
pool of available funds.
There are approximately
1. 78 million graduate and professional students in post-baccalaureate programs.
There are no estimates
available on the number of students receiving financial assistance through awarded
monies.
"There was a lot of funding
available, so many undergraduates went right away because
money was available," Ward
said. "We're seeing less money
now, so people are now not going to graduate school."
Many graduate programs
prohibit students from holding
secondary jobs, so they either
havetobreakrulesordependon
loans, stipends and other
awards, or savings, to pay for
school. That's why the 17 percent tax hurts, said Richard
Knaub, who is working on his
Ph.D. in zoology at Clemson
University in South Carolina.
"It's a major devastation. I
haven't gone on food stamps
yet, but I'm eligible. What disturbs me is that when we as a
country do not value education enough to support it, then
I see us slipping into a secondrate status as far as the nation
goes," he said.

ATHLETICS

accordance with the other eight
state universities. UCF was
FROM PAGE 1
the only school that had ever
should buy time for at least had a cap on its athletic fee.
DiBona said he didn't know
four to five years."
why
UCF' s policy differed from
The clause that charges
the
others.
$4.50 for students who take
"It was just sort ofthere," he
less than five credit hours willsaid.
not be affected by this change.
BOR r.epresentative Pat
The move brings UCF into

Riordan said he didn't know
why UCF had the cap, although
he speculated that maybe SG
had lobbied for it.
"It obviously was not done
elsewhere because those programs were begun so long ago
that they simply weren't instituted when it was a controversial thing," he said.

published in 1972 as a publication of winning poetry in a conFROM PAGE 3
test sponsored by the UCF En"The Department of English glish department.
In 1984 the publication beis proud of our nationally recognized literary journal and appre- came more of a literary magazine
ciates the support "The Florida with new editor Pat Rushin, who
Review" has received from the began to change the magazine's
Office of Cultural Affairs," said format. It now includes not only
John Schell, chairman of the poetry, but fiction and literary
English departmento "Editor criticism as well.
Former managing editor
-Russ Kesler continues the excellent quality that has been the Russell Kesler replaced Rushin
as editor in 1990. Kesler, an adtradition of this periodical."
"The Florida Review" was first - junct professor at UCF, teaches

Composition I and II and creative writing courses.
Undergraduate, graduate English students and student interns review the magazine's submissions along with Kesler.
In the nationally published
magazine, "Literary Magazine
Review," critic Joann Castagna
praised 1990's issue of "The
Florida Review" for putting together "a wealth ofmaterial" and
said that at $8.99 a copy, 'Td say
that they [readers] had got their
money's worth."

GRANT
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Knaub broke graduate
school rules and held fourparttime jobs last year. He said
tuition, room and board at
Clemson cost him $9,000. He
received a department stipend
of $8,500, before taxes. After
taxes, the stipend was reduced
to approximately $7 ,200. Without outside work, that's all he
had to live on.
"The rules sayyoucan'thave
a second job if you're on an
assistantship. Where does that
leave graduate students? In
my department, most students
have second jobs," he said.
Linney, with the Council of
Graduate Schools, said the rationale for the 17 percent tax
was that if minimum-wage
workers paid taxes, so should
graduate and professional students who receive money for
their education.
"Our rebuttal was that they
should be protected now, and
think of it as a tax deferral,
because these students will be
getting a lot more money down
the line and will be paying
much higher taxes after they
graduate," he said.
"Without the tax, the extra
money could be going to health
insurance or helping to pay
the rent," said Ward, .at Memphis State. "It hurts the people
who are the ones who are going to help make the future, to
help make the discoveries."

0 pi111on
..
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Rec~nt

events bring
home realities of
crime in the-'90s

A

n incident that occurred recently at the
Collegiate Village Inn illustrates the cold
realities ofmodem.life: a woman was raped.
This, however, is not an isolated incident.
Across this nation, there is at least one rape
every minute. What is so shocking about this
one in particular is that it happened right here
and the victim was a UCF student.
One of the most common responses by residents of CVI upon hearing of the attack was
anger that they had not been notified They felt
if they had been notified of the attack they
could be more careful.
This is a normal response but, unfortunately, it
illustrates the attitude most of us have when a
crime hits dose in home: we're more careful for a
while but eventually fall back into bad habit.s.
It is, of co\Jrse, too late to prevent the what
happened to the young woman who suffered
the assault, but at least the rest of us can learn
from the tragedy.
Theonethingthatsimplymustexistinorderfor
a crime to occur, be it rape or anything else, is the
opportunity for the crime to occur; take away the
opportunity and you take away the crime.
What does this mean?
Well, for one thing it means to use your head.
Ifwe are honest with ourselves, we will have to
admit that most ofthe times we got into ajam,
it was when we were not thinking.
It is import.ant t.o note, here, _that we are definitely not saying the woman was daydreaming
when she was attacked. We do not know what
happened in her mse,· and would not dare to
seoond-guess her behavior.
What we are saying is that it is easy to get
distrncted while going t.o college and forget that
tMrearerealcriminalsandrealcrimeallaroundus.
It only takes a few minutes t.o take the precautions that will go a long way inward preventing
incidents such as the one at CVI.
Women Should not walk alone, even in the very
parlring lots where they live. They should walk in
groups or at least pairs. Have a male friend folluw
you home and walk you t.oyourdoor. This may be
just a bit inconvenient, butoompared t.o theinoonvenienre ofbeingsexually assaulted, itis nothing.
Men should never complain when asked by a
female friend for an esoort. Sure, it may be a few
milesoutofyourway,butjustthinkhowyouwould
feel ifyou begged offfollowing a friend home and
something happened in her, not in mention what
· your selfishness might cost someone else.
Ifyou do find yourselfalone, take a few minutes
t.o ~ the situation before leaving your car. It
would be much better in wait in the car for other
peple in show up than to risk an attack just in get
in bed a few minutes earlier.
The main thing is that byjust being aware and
being oonscious of your surmundings, you can go
a long way inward being safe.
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager
Features Editor

Sandra Pedicini
Jenny Duncanson
Francis J. Allman
Lisa Tulibacki
Michael DeHoog
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Robert Offermann
Cliff VanZandt

Time for truth in deparbnent names
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
I

G.

MM1$SION.1

·~
A~kS

•.

ith the advent of
the concept of
"truth in advertis~
ing," it seems that everyone
is trying to jump on the
VBRSEXcJ)
"truth" bandwagon.
Federal appointees
EMOCAA-r5
admit to having smoked
dope. Bishops come clean
~
·
'
about bastard children.
OIER ~i ~~i~v~ SE ~VE[)
People are coming out_ofthe L----..J::.-==========::.-1111:1-=::i:am:am:m:m:ciZLS
damnedest closets every- field of public relations. To date, these offices and those
where. With this "truth" thing seeming to cat.ch on, it working in them have gone under the initials PR.
seems that it would be interesting to see how certain
However, I contend that they should have their own
bodies of people at the university might have to act if personal acronym that best suits their particular vocation.
such standanls were enforced. Particularly the bunch in I would suggest we call these people what they really are:
the Stupid Acronym Department (SAD).
LIARs (Liasion of Information and Recantation).
There are already some offices that seem to be comSinceitisapolitical timeofyear,itmightbeadvisable
plying with truthful labeling.
to rename our elected -officials and, in the name of
SG's Office of Accounting and Finance is a prime simplicity, we could put them all under one label.
example. After all, most of these guys are a bunch of Anyone practicing the artor'public service" could hence"oafs" anyway. Then there is the Student Academic forth be called a PIG (Political Information Gatherer).
Support Services. After all, what else do we hear from
Naturally, PIGs have to eat. And where do they
this place other than a bunch of "sass?"
gather to do this? Why at the PORC (Processing Others'
And what .about Business Services? Has one ever Requisitioned Cash) barrel.
encountered a higher pile of "b.s." than this?
Oneofthe-biggest~ofaaonyms-in fact, a bunch
However, I don't think we have gone far enough in so enamored with them that they can't work withoutonegiving the proper acronyms t.o certain departments at are administrat.ors. Yet, they plug along without an ~
UCF. In fact, as this study will show, there is rooin for nym of their very own. Since we want to be both fair and
much improvement on this campus.And I think it's high truthful, let us begin calling these folks basically what we've
time we got cracking.
been calling them all along: ASSES (A.dministrat.ive and
In the interest offaimess, I'll begin with those of my Support Service Employees .o f the State).
own ilk as an example.
A favori~ hangout for student.a is the Financial Aid
People are always ruminating &bout the biased- me- office. Well, it's really not a favorite but one might think
dia and its members who pick at every scab, tum over it is because we spend so much time there and have to
every st.one and dig through others' garbage - all for a keep going back over and over again. Now, FA has no
measly paycheck.
real ring of truth to it at all. But I believe with a new
What Kind of people would do this? Why LEECHES name, we can initialize the essence of what they are as
(Leering, Evil, Eavesdropping and Qold-Hearted Em- well as what they do to students.
ployed Scribes), of course! There are other varieties of
I would suggest the Financial Center for Knowledge
people in the media game and many of these are in the Disciples (FCKD).
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Since AIDS doesn't discriminate, why should we?
Suzan E. Curth
CAMPUS COMMENTARY

'

L

ast month, just before school started, I did something I didn't want ro do in my lifetime. I attended
the funeral of a former colleague and friend. While
students were busypreparingforthefall semester, making
sure classes were open, getting overrides, and making the
most oflast minute partying, my friend and his loved ones
were making arrangements for his death.
Death was inevit.able. He was HIV positive. If people
knew what caused his death they would immediately say
he died from AIDS. I want to let you know that no one can
die from four words. He died from the complications ofHIV
disease. His battle was painful and full offrustration,yethe
suffered in silent agony.
Unlikemosttenninalillnesses,people don'twantt.otalk
about HIV disease, let alone hear about those who are
infected. As soon as HIV-AIDS is mentioned, many people
still draw the conclusion that only homosexuals and drug
addicts berome infected. That is not the case. The Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) reports that the heterosexual
population is increasing faster than the homosexual. And

let me share this with you: 1 in 300 college students is
infected with HIV, yet for every case reported, it is estimated that at least 10 are HIV positive but do not know it.
All this talk about homosexuality and heterosexuality.
Whatdoesitmatter? IfI weretofindoutmyfriend was gay,
does that new insight into his being mean I should discontinue my friendship with him? Who am I to disagree or
condone how he liveshis life? Ifthat happened, I don't think
he or I would be able to call the other a fiiend.
Yet that is what's happening. People are being faced
with news of this fat.al illness, yet their friends, families,
and society, are tµmingtheir backs on them as if they are
already dead. You may be asking yourselves, that doesn't
really happen, doesit?The answer, sadly, is yes. Ignorance
breeds contempt and fear. The only way this virus is
transmitted is through unprotected sex, sharingofinfected
needles, or in- utero from a mother to her unborn child.
My fiiend was unable to share his pain with many
people and almost kept his secret to his grave. Only at the
funeral did I find out that he had the knowledge of his
disease for a little over two years; such alongtimero conceal
his feelings. Looking back, I know the signs ofhis illness
were there, but I never saw them.
fve asked myself if there was some way I could have
helped him had I known about his illness earlier. Yes, in

In Limbo

many ways.
Although I couldn't offer him a "cure" or promise him a
miracle, I would have been there for him. A late-night
phone call, a hand to hold on ro,anearro listen to, a shoulder
to cry on - all small offers of friendship on my part, yet
these gestures have immeasurable impact on someone
who is feeling scared or alone.
If someone trusts you enough t.o let you know they are
HIV positive, don't tum your back in fear. You cannot get
this virus from casual contact. Ifyou could, all the families
andfriendsofpersonswithHIVwouldalsobeinfected. The
best annor anybody has for fighting illness is love.
Last week, myfriendgother HIV testresult.sfromHRS.
I can do for her what I wasn't able t.o do for another: And
although she says she doesn't want special treatment, I
can't make that promise. I know that even with all the
information and facts available, she will still lose some
mends, possibly her family and even her job. I hope my
continued friendship can make up for some ofthose losses.
We all know we can't live forever, yet we think because
we are young, 'Ye are immune from an early death. The
simple fact remains, people are dying from this disease.
HIV disease (AIDS) doesn't discriminate. Why do we?
Susan Curth is a groduat,e of UCF currently working for
the HlV"AlDS Institute on campus

Tony Whitten
E\El GET TUE

FCli'UN~

~·~e BEltJG W/m:Mi£)?

Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICE

R

ecently I read an alarming fashion article in
The New York Times.
I should note that I have ~ever been on the
cutting edge offashion. I'm more on the trailing edge
of fashion, or even the discarded cardboard box of
fashion that the blade of fashion was originally
packaged in.
For example, it wasn't until this year that I went
out in public with my shirt buttoned all the way to
the top, and no tie. Before that I always followed the
Official 1961 Guy Fashion Code, which said that if
you buttoned your top button, you were a fairy, and
Joey Maglio and Steve Stromack might stuffyou into
your loeker and leave you there for the duration of
the school year. (Granted, they might do this anyway, but it was more likely if your top button was
buttoned.)
At some point, I think during the Carter administration, fashions changed and some guys started
buttoning their top buttons. But I never had the
courage to do this until just recently, when my wife,
for my 45th birthday, gave me a very stylish (for me)
shirt, which I would describe as "green," and, in a
bold birthday mood, I wore it to a restaurant buttoned all the way up.
Nothing bad happened, although I did sporadically emit wads ofhigh-velocity, semi-chewed food as
a result of constantly whirling around to see ifpeople
were laughing at me.
So rm malring some progress toward fashion
hipsterhood. Someday I may even wear an earring.
Of course this would have to be after my death. And
even then, rd want the casket to be kept closed, in
case Joey and Steve came to the funeral.
My point is that I am not in the avant-garde
(literally, "hot tub") of fashion. That's why I was so
alarmed by an article that appeared in the Aug. 3

The Times article has a photograph of a muscular
male model wearing a Donna Karan outfit consisting
of a jacket, no shirt, and- here comes the New Ease
THl~ TOP
BUTTON
For Men part - a SKIRT. Really. It's a wraparound
plaid skirt, quite short. The Times describes it is as
SURE LC:VKS
·
a "sarong"-style skirt, and notes that "its masculinity is shored up by a garrison belt."
d1
1
1 ' _ _.,...
It most certainly is. I look at this outfit and the
image that leaps into my mind is Gary Cooper,
standing on some dusty Wild West main street,
facing down a gang of bad guys:
COOPER: Bart, I want you and the rest of these
varmints to get out of town.
GANG MEMBER: Hey! He's wearin' a skirt! Sarong-style!
OTHER GANG MEMBERS: Let's shoot him!
BART: Hold it, boys! That there's a Donna Karan!
COOPER (grimly): That's right, Bart. And you'll
{)
note that its masculinity is shored up by a garrison
LI-=-----=~~~~~LB_Jbelt.
BART: First we'll hang him. THEN we'll shoot him.
Speaking of varmints, Ms. Karan would also like
New York Times under the headline: "Women's Designers Unveil A New Ease For Men." This article you men to start covering your heads with designer
concerns top women's fashion designers who are now bandannas, and so would Calvin Klein. The Times
making clothes for men. At the top of the page is a printed a photograph of a model wearing one of
photograph of an outfit from Perry Ellis: The model, Calvin's outfits consisting of a head bandanna and
a broad-shouldered man, is wearing boots, a rugged an enormous three-piece suit that is spacious enough
lumberjack-style plaid shirt and ... tights. No pants. to easily hold the model and at least one head of
No shorts. Just a pair of tight-looking tights. The cattle.
model is frowning. He doesn't look like he's experiThe thing is, right now I can't imagine wearing
encing ANew Ease For Men. He looks like a man who any of these outfits, but that's exactly how I used to
realizes that he's walking around in public dressed feel about buttoning my top button.
I'm wondering if, 25 years from now, I might be
like a cross between a lumberjack and the late Mary
Martin starring as Peter Pan.
stomping crankily around the house, complaining
I bet he's also worrying about how he's going to that it's my bowling night and I can't find my official
work things out in the men's room.
team sarong. So I'm thinking that maybe, instead of
Even more alarming is the look being proposed for making fun of these fashion designers, I should
men by designer Donna Karan. According to The respect them for having the vision and courage to
Times, the program for Ms. Karan's fashion show point the way to the future for the rest of us. Maybe
describes her designs as follows: "Take the sexiness it's time I wrote something POSITIVE about the
of Indiana Jones. The earnestness of Mr. Smith in fashion industry. And I will. Just as soon as I see a
Washington. The relaxed glamour of Gary Cooper." leading male designer wearing tights.

~ ~UTroNING
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CLUB INFO

AXA
Good luck Af w/Anchor splash this
week! lambda Chi plans to continue its
winning ways w/an unprecedented
Anchor Splash victory. Softball game
tonight. Six way Fri. night at the !AE
house. Brothers meet in HPB at 6:45
Saturday night. Watermelon bust is just
over a month a way.

AA MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
NOON TO 1PM. STUDENT CENTER
ROOM 211.
SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team
would like to invite anyone interested to
take part in our weekly meetings at 4pm
every Wednesday. For more info call
823-5841, see you there!
Campus Community Church presents
9The Pie in the Sky Extravaganza•!! You
and all your friends need to be here for
FREE food, laughs, chuckles, and
smiles. A great time of worship with
special guests and other surprises!
Sept.27 at 7:00pm. in BA 107. Don't
forget... 7:00pm Pie in Sky! 8:00pm
Worship. It all happens on Sun. nites!!!

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
PIKES!! Come out and support the best
pledges around Today on the
intramural football fields. THIS
SATURDAY, outlaw party, 10PM;
ladies come out and party with some
bad men. T-shirts for outlaw are at the
house. REMINDERS! Cane week is
Oct. 5-9, sign up tor the air show (Oct.
3+4), Pike football ·every Wednesday
afternoon, and Southern gent's is
October 9. TIKA and IQ for
homecoming '921!1 Fun is an understatement. Thank you, IQ ladies, we'll have
a blast!!

10 min. from UCF, $280 month, 1/2 util,
phone. ASAP Oct. 1st 671-4290.
Suana, tennis, NSF.

FOR SALE
3br/2ba 1 1/2 mi. from UCF $99,500
657-6737.
486-SX 25MHz IBM clone, 130MB HD,
4MB RAM, 1.2 or 1.44 FD, color VGA
monitor, tower case. $995. 823-7673.

Sofa becomes bed, loveseat, glass
table, all $150 679-4689.

FN/S serious minded $300/mo + util
call/ leave message 699-7824

Road bike-Centurion Elite RS excellent
condition $300 Tange cromo, Shimano
components, diacompe brakeset,
profile aerobars, less than 500 miles.
384-6352 ask for Ed, leave message.

FN/S to share 2b/2.5b w/couple, w/d,
dw, micro. $195 +utilities 282-9216.
Apt. to share-Forest Highlands looking
for NS to share apartment-Immediate
occupancy. Call 282-8183 ask for Mike~
Scott, or Bill.
·
·

Mn

M/F N/S needed to share 212 fully
furnished apt. $291 per month plus 1/2
utilities. No pets. 3 miles from UCF.
Call Heather at 380-1918.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
To get Wet & Wild ...
You women of Delta Gamma
Leave our brothers and pledges
beguiled.
When it comes to number one,
there's 2 that stand for fun.
ATn and M' -the best combination,
The #1 Anchor Splash DOMINATION I
Friday-11am, Penny drop@ cafeteria.
Serenade 9pm at M' house. Sat.-1 Oam
UCF pool, swimming & synch. swim!
Lefs go ATnl Be there!

Asian female wanted to share house
$200/mo. w/free utilities or work 40 hrs./
mo. for free rent. 281-1395.
Female roommate 2BR, 2Bath, for only
$163.00. Must be clean. Call 275-9721.
College student seeks female to share
two bedroom/bath duplex. Rent cost of
$270 includes utilities. Located 5
minutes from UCF. Must tolerate
smoking. Call 273-2862.
I

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.

Help wanted-earn up to $500 per
week assembling in-demand products
in your home. No experience. Info
504-646-1700 Dept. P307.
$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts
and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales time=4-6 hours. Choose from 12
designs. For more info. call free
1-800-733-3265.

EUROPEAN TRAVEL RESOURCES
(endorsed by Europe through the Back
Door). Free budget travel seminars.
Back Door travel bags and guide books.
Watch CH 24 PBS-TV, 13-weekseries,
•Travels in Europe with Rick Steves•
begins Sunday, Sept. 27. Jerry Arter
(407) 699-9579.

I

TYPISTS

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

ROOMMATES

Walk to UCF! Roomate needed to share
3BDRM, 2 1/2 bath apt. $200 mth + 1/3
phone & utilities. Call 273-4241.

10th Anniversary celebration this weekend. 10years at UCF and we're still #11
Thanks to AXn football, ready to take it
all. We • our Alphss!
·

PHI DELTA THETA
Hope everyone enjoyed the retreat.
Everybody get ready for Anchor Splash
week. Af, wait for an ever better
second serenade. Brothers, pay those
bills. One word-recycle I PDT.

Chickasaw 10 min. to UCF.
1 + 2 bedroom in condo complex, all
ameneties, security, quiet complex.
From $425.00 includes washer + dryer.
Call day 273-5938 eve. 384-9148.

2BR/2BA condo. Walk to UCF $59000.
Amenities and extras. Call 365-9293.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sig Ep Palace was rocking last Sat
with I:AE. Shock Lizard kicked.
(Carcara was the Tasmanian Devil).
Thanks ZTA dates tor fratman. Busride
was a blast yesterday. Keep up the
good job pledges and get those Sigs.
Chapter Retreat is Sunday. Like URB
says ·Great Dee-tense-go Cowboys.·

ACACIA
The Pledge Retreat went very well this
weekend. Jason, we hope your eye gets
better. Next time, watch out for those
trees. Anchor Splash is this weekend.
Intramural Football started. The Pats
will beat the Bill's on Sunday, you heard
it here. AHTI pledge class rules. Acacia
rock's.

212 apt 1 mi. from UCF. Dishwasher,
fans, wash/dry. $450. 365-7532.

Sofa and loveseat $250. Bedroom set
3pc $150. Call 294-7412.
Gold Turbine wheels with 205-15 in.
Firestone tires. Fits Chevy cars. $150
Call 298-0413.
----------Diamond engagement ring.marquise .85
ct. 1-1 clarity, appraised $3600. 14k
Tiffany setting $1600. 830-9106.

AUTOS
1983 Dodge Shelby super sport, sunroof, A/C, nice rims&. seats,' 86k miles,
only $1595.00. 679-4689 leave msg.

HELP WANTED
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65

EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW!
Envelope stuffing--$600-$800 every
week. Free details: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230.
TELEMARKETERS
START TODAY
$6.25HR, GUARANTEED 40HRS.
MEDICAL BENEFITS+
EXCELLENT BONUS INCENTIVES
Year round, full & part time positions
avail. 1:30 to 9 pm, Monday-Friday; Sun,
5-8 pm. Stop hearing about what you
could make & get it guaranteed. Call
657-0048. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DIDI
Photographer needed for photo
archival project. Macro lens required.
Call Mike (407) 273-1642.
TRAVEL FREE!! Sell the most reliable
spring break packages to Jamaica and
Margarita Island! Best commissions/
service! Call 1-800-426-7710.
Retail Customer Reps. -1 O staff
openings. All majors may apply. Co-op
program
established
w/UCF.
Scholarships awarded, Call 420-2157.
Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper.
Part-time help wanted 4 miles from UCF
flexible hrs., air conditioned office, eam
$4.35 to 9.00 hr., limited openings Call
671-4111.
SUN TAN CENTER-Image conscious,
motivated, sales help. Flex. hrs., apply
in person. 4270 Aloma Ave. #142
Winter Park.

8

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Laura's Typing SVC Wordperfect 5.1
free pickup+ del notary 696-2611
RESUMES-15 resumes, cover ltrs, and
envelopes. Samples to choose from.
Spelling and grammar corrected for you.
Laserprint. $40 Call 281-6545.
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
WP5.1 business letters, resumes, term
papers. Excellent rates. Will pick up &
del. within 5 mi. 366-7935.
Term papers & resumes typed at good
rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect

TUTORS
ACCOUTING TUTOR
. ALL LEVELS:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

Exec. Asst./Gal friday. Data entry & stuff
envelopes. Up to 20hrs. p/wk. Flexible
hrs. $5-to-$7 p/hr. 332-3144.

OTHER

SERVICES

Auditions for Beyond a colorguard for
college-aged students, to be held Sept.
26-27. Call Doris 677-4591 for details.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5418

BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP
ON WHEELS
WE COME TO YOUR DORM,
HOME OR OFFICE.
PHONE 699-4400

PERSONALS

Telephone sales reps-Ticketmaster.
Clear, pleasant speaking voice.
Excellent communication skills. Wtll
train. Bilingual a Plus. Apply at 225
E. Robinson St. #355 9-5 Mon-Fri.

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner to Advanced
Do you want to: learn new chords?
Popular songs? or sharpen your
TEchnique?
CALL JEFF 677-4068

DATING CONNECTION
Central Florida finest friendship or
romance. Leave your own voice
message someone is waiting for you.
Call 1-900-285-9677 $2.40/mn 24 hrs.

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
75¢ per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
Cost per Issue $
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Total Cost: $
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Should football take over the World?
Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES
Last week, the NFL owners flexed their
mightymusclesand took the life out oftheir
own creation, the World League. With it
came the death ofthe Orlando Thunder. I,
alongwithmanyCentmlFloridians,moum
the death of the WL, but, maybe it's for the
best.
The National Foot.ball League has held
the monoply on foothall Anyone who has
tried to form a competing league has failed.
For some reason, the concept of spring
football just seems to be an idea who's time
has not yet come. The World League is just
another bad idea
See, you cannot have a successful sport
withoutfansupportAndthe Worldl.eague
does not cater to fans.
One very obvious problem is the timing
of the league. The season has to compete
with baseball, basket.ballandhockey. Some
people can only watch 17 weeks of football
and then they need another sport
A bigger problem is the fact that the

teams will never be the same from year to
year. People want to see big stars. But the
design of the WL is to make stars for the
NFL. By definition, WL players are those
who aren't good enough for the NFL. Some
of them might become good enough, but if
theydotheywon'tstayintheWL.Notmany
fans want to see the fourth string every
time.
But if coaches want to let these
hardworking people play, then leave them
in the WL Teams will never be able to have
fan loyalty from year to year if the players
always change.
The USFL had the right idea. Compete
with the NFL,don't let the NFL run you.
Maybe ifthey had gone on an international
scale, we would still have the USFL.
Ifthe NFL wants to have a baby league
forit'splayerswhoneedimprovement, then
they need to market it on a smaller level,
like farm teams. Owners lost money on the
World League because they are askingfans
forthesamekindofsupportasfor theNFL.
With all due respect to Joe HowardJohnson, he's just not as good as Anthony
Carter.
You want fans, give us stars and leave
them there.

Tracy Trylko
OFFICIAL WORD
Last week's decision by the National
Football League to suspend play for
the World League's 1993 season was
shortsighted.
The NFL hindered the growth of
football on a global scale.
The WLT.V. ratings were low in the
United States but high in Europe. The
Frankfurt Galaxy repeatedly sold out
games and was WL's only profitable
franchise.
Ratings for WL games in the United
Kingdom doubled in two seasons of
gridiron action.
NFL owners have ignored the fact
that the WL represented a 10 week
advertisement for the NFL Not only
did Mona,rchs' fans trek in groves to
London, but they tuned into the thrilling action of the most mundane Tampa
Bay Bucs' game. The WL exposed foreign pigskin fans to one of America's
favorite past times and to the NFL.

Globalization was always one of the
purposes of this venture. It fell short of
its goal, but not because the market
does not exist.
The WL also succeeded at the souvenir stand. Not only with the Thunder's
lime green jerseys and Monarchs'
flags.,but NFL merchandise sales shot
up as well. The NFL may never realize
the WL's marketing potential.
For now, we won't have the opportunity to see Galen Hall and h is limegreen clad warriors defend their division title.
We won't see fringe NFL players
like former Thunder quarterback and
current Miami Dolphins' backup Scott
Mitchell become trading card fixtures.
The effects of the NFL's stupidity will
be felt globally.
The first professional sports league
to operate in a variety of time zones has
not failed. Give it time to live up to its
potential.
Good bye Orlando Thunder andthe
vision of the WL.
Galaxy fans summed it up the best
when they chanted," NFL GO TO
HELL!"
.

Most children look at the world with opt1m1sm Unless they're looking through Joshua's
eyes Joshua 1s surrounded by a world filled with drugs He knows other children his age who
take drugs, sell them and act as "look-outs" for neighborhood drug dealers
But, with the help of the Central Florida Police Athletic League (PAL), Joshua has the
courage to say "no" to drugs
At PAL, Joshua and other children 1ust like him play games, part1c1pate msports and learn
basic computer skills PAL gives children a chance to develop strong conv1ct1ons against drugs
and to learn coping skills they can use the rest of their lives
So, 1f you've ever wondered 1f your United Way gift really makes a difference 1n peoples'
hves iust ask Joshua

Moul)tail) Bike Rides Every
·Wedl)esday at S P.M

MEET IN FRONT OF LIBRARY

Bril)g your bike to tbe BIKE WDJIKS
ll)obile repair service Every WedQesday across froll) tbe
Wild Pizza-OCF can)pas

·------------------------------,
C-.1tito-.1t!

I
I
I
I You can help save the Earth. Recycle. Avoid using aerosol hair sprays,
deodorant.s, and paint.s. Don't dump oils and other damaging chemicals
I in undesignat.ed areas. M.ake an effort, and help "cut it out."
I
I
A public service announcement of the Central Florida Future

I
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I
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Cross Country Schedule
Fall 1992
Sept. 26

Florida International University
Away 8:00 a.m.

October 3

University of Florida

Away

8:00 a.m.

October 10

Florida Community College
Away

9:00 a.m.

October 16

South Florida State Champs
U.S.F. 5:00 p.m.

October 31

T.AAC.

Stetson

TBA
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WANTED
Get ihvolwd \\'it h campus
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to do it.

\\'hill' lwi1)g i1aid
;

\Witers currently \\'anted
· i,n ·all departments:
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It's a new semester
and we need some
new writers to fill
the spaces in these
pages. Come by our
office and fill out an
application today.

-
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1m ltttld to f!1tdl
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2 for 1 Draft Mon --Fri ·.
· 3-p.m. -7p.m. Michelob, Lite, Bud, Bud Lite, Bud Dry
$2.99 Pitchers Sat. & Sun. Night
282-0505 • We Deliver •Across From UCF

Next to UC6 Theaters

, ./Opinion·

./Sports

I

lh£

./ Features
~

~

q()()c/17/t111ets ©

' .I N(•\\'S

.

t>lmtograplwrs ;rnd editorial cu1.oonhts ;trL' abo
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Writers,
·Photographers,
Artists

@cai,.~

needed.

Please call 8236397 or visit Th
Central Florida
Future's·
Editorial Office
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Any Large Pizza
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LARGE 1 TOPPING .. PIZZAS
FOR $12.99
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Spaghetti Dinners
For $8.49
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GETTING HIS KICKS

I
I

Threshold 5k reache.s
fundraising milestone
by Bill Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

"

The UCF Men's team pepares to host Barry on September 25 and Tampa on September 29. Both games begin
at 4:00. DeHoogrlFUTURE)

11

For the 14th year in a row, the UCF
campus is the site for the annual Threshold Run and Walk on Saturday morning.
The 5,000 meter run, organized annually by the Threshold, Inc., begins at 8:15
a.m. and includes events for runners, walkers and a J/4 mile kiddie run along with
special categories for fraternities,
sororoties, clubs and teams.
The Threshold 5k, a part of the CO MAIR/
Track Shack Grand Prix has become one of
the Orlando area's most popular events.
That was confirmed by Natalie Casey,
vice president of communications for Event
Marketing and Management International,
who said that last year's event saw 1396
participants.
Dr. Richard Tucker ofUCF's psychology
department is one of the event's volunteers.
He said that the Threshold run is the

third oldest running event in Orlando.
Along with sponsors such as Pepsi,
Brooks running shoes, Zephryhills water,
WLOQ- 103 FM and American Medical
Transport, the proceeds from the event are
used to provide intensive, individualized
treatment to severely dysfunctional children according to Threshold, Inc ..
"This year, they will go over the $150,000
mark for monies raised," Casey said.
Early registration is $12 per person and
will conclude on Friday. Race day registration is $15.
All participants will receive at-shirt and
refresh men ts.
An awards ceremony for all age groups is
scheduled for 10 a.m.
Other corporate sponsors are Barnett
Bank, The Athletic Congress of Florida,
Motorola, The Mill, Matthews Orthopaedic
Clinic, Comair, 10-K Thirst Quencher and
Kashi Health Food Cereal.
For more information call 898-1313.

Lady Golfers prove
themselves in Florida

GAME
FROM PAGE 12

74-70 for a 223, seven over par
by Ken Jackson
total.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
This is UCF's second apThe Lady Knights' golf team pearance at the Lady Semi~
has strutted their stuff all over nole Invitational. Last year
they finished eighth overall.
the state.
This year they moved up
After finishing as runner.,. up in the Lady Sunshine Invi- five notches into third behind
tational in Daytona, the team Duke University and the Unitraveled to Tallahassee to cap- versity of South Florida.
Head
Coach
Mike
ture third place in the Lady
Shumaker is happy about the
Seminole Invitational.
The top UCF finisher at finish, which he said is the
Daytona was senior Connie best UCF has ever had.
"This tournament (in TalMasterson who tied for third.
Masterson then tied for 14th lahassee) is probably the
at Tallahassee with a score of best one in the history of
,.. 232.
UCF
Women's
golf,"
Senior Mary Shupe shot 226 Shumaker said. "Duke Uniwhich put her in eighth place versity is one of the top three
or four in the nation, and the
in the Lady Seminole.
Newcomer Kristen Putman University ofSouth Florida has
posted the highest finish for a fantastic team. Our team
the Lady Knights in Tallahas- score wasn't the lowest, but
• see. The freshman captured against this stiff competition,
sixth place with scores of 79- it's a great showing."
The ·Lady Knights practice hard in preparation for a four

team tournament in So~th Carolina.

(Photographar1FuruRE)

The biggest difference between the two teams can be seen
in the statistics. UCF had only
11 kills, and made 13 errors.
The University of Florida made
30 kills with only 4 errors. The
Lady Knights were on the defensive most ofthe game but did
not come up with any blocks.
Theyclid,however,make25digs.
Miriam Metzcus lead UCF
with four kills and six digs. Jill
Watkins was right behind with
three kills and five digs.
The Lady Knights returned
to campus late and were ready
for a well-deserved break.
Next for the women is a tournament at the University of
South Carolina in Columbia on
Friday. The Lady Knights will
match up against South Carolina, Eastern Tennessee State
and Southern Illinois.

KLENKE
FROM PAGE 12

-----------------------~======================================:;i parents are still back in

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

HOW TO FEED ASTUDENT
BODY FOR UNDER $3.

Gardner."
Klenke's hero is her father.
"He has had twokidneytransplants and has really been
through a lot," she said. "He has
dealt with it all and made it
through."
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1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil f\~ass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

Real Italian Real Fast.

the Central Florida

OPENS WEDNESDAY ~Im 30
12025 Coll~iate Wc!y/380-3737/SUN- THURS 10:30 am.-10:00 p.mJRJ &SAT 10:ll a.m.-11:00 p.m.

Future needs writers
to cover stories and
express opinions.
Call UCF-NEWS to
find out more about
working with us.
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UCF Knights prepare for Western Illinois
Leathernecks' high-powered offense
by Glenn Carrasqulllo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Knights will
travel to face the Leathernecks
of Western Illinois University
Saturday night, on the gridiron of Hanson Field.
This is the first roadtrip of
the season for the Knights and
the first meeting between the
two teams.
The Leathernecks (2-1) are
a member ofthe Gateway Conference of NCAA Division IAA. Last year, Will compiled
a record of 7-3-1 which was
good enough for a playoffbirth.
WIU fell to Northern Iowa,
24-17, in the first round of the
playoffs.
Co-defensive coordinator,
Ron McCrone expressed
UCF's concern with the
Leatherneck offense which
outscored opponents, 79-3 7, in
its two victories.
"They run a lot of different
offensive sets and throw the
ball effectively," McCrone
said. "They (WIU) are definitely better than Troy State.
They had a chance to win it all
last year when they went to
the playoffs."
The Knights fell to Troy
State 20-16 last week in a
game in which UCF dictated
most of the play except for two Wide receiver Mike Dickinsonattempts to snag a side-

line pass.

run.
Ardis has rushed for 157
yards on 46 carries for a 3.4
yard average.
Ardis and the Leathernecks
offense will face a Knight defense anchored by senior linebacker Rick Hamilton.
Hamilton recorded 16 tackles
against TSU and leads the
Knights with 37 tackles thus
far.
Hamilton also has one quarterback sack U> his credit.
Senior place-kicker Franco
Grilla will be looking to chase
down some more records this
weekend.
Grilla leads the team in scoring with 29 points, including
six field goals.
Franco has 48 career field
goals, just five shy of the record
set by Eddie O'Brien from 198487. Grilla also has 264 U>tal
career points; nine more U> go

(O.Hoog/FUTURE)

UCF waterski -team

makes 'clean sweep'
In men's tricks, John Ginter
took first place. Matt Rini was
second andJ ohn Swanson was
The UCFWaterskiTeam won third.
all individual and team events
JwiiorLizLambertwasfirst
duringtheirtoumamentinTal- in the women's slalom. Jen
lahassee last weekend.
Skeldon was second and fresh"To the best of my knowl- man Meredith Meduski was
edge, this is the first time a third.
collegiate skiingteam has ever
Kelly Hwit took first place
madeacleansweep,"saidUCF in women's jumping and
Waterskiing Coach Gary
M e r e d i t h
~~~~~~~~ Meduski took secEaton.
- Conrad
d
Shaffer had his "We have more on in women's
talent at this
tricks, Liz Lamfirst. win in the
Me_n 's Slalom
h
/
,,
·bert tied with
.ti.
'th
SC 00 ...
compet 1 on WI
Rollins College's
senior Dan Rini
Jane Peterson for
second, freshman
• Gary Eaton first place.
Todd Phillips
HEAD COACH
Eight schools
third and freshparticipated in the
man John Ginter
meet: Eckerd,
was fourth.
Florida State, University of
Team captain John Florida, University of West
Swanson came in first in the Florida, Embry Riddle, Florida
Men's jumping competition, Southern and UCF.
jumping 163 feet, only two feet
"We have more talent at this
shy ofhis own collegiate record. school than any school on this
John Ginter was second. Se- planet," Eaton said. "All our
nior Dan Rini and freshman team members are strong, and
Todd Phillips were tied for we only will lose two seniors
third.
this year."

by Patti Kidd
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Where does the sexual Imagery yo'8 porfter arriving at the gallery fashionably late, I
tray in your paintings come from?
finally had the chance to view the most recent
Campbell: "It comes from being surrounded
painting exhibit by Keith "Scramble"
by it everywhere, especially on t.v.. It's America;
Campbell. His work is currently exhibited, at the
everything is geared around it. I watched an obWarehouse Gallery at 1620 Philadelphia Avenue in
scene amount of t.v. growing up."
Orlando. The exhibit consists of several pieces
Do you still?
- including: acrylics on wood, pen and ink works,
pencil, and some body painting.
Campbell: "No, sometimes I just tum it on to
listen to it in the background when I work."
Recently, Campbell has lieen experiencing some
well deserved media exposure. In fact, it was his
How about music?
vibrant style and intricate tech- - - - - - - - - - - - Campbell: "PeterMurphy,
nique that captured the public's
JA.Chilis,butlalsoliketolistento

A

~~~~~~at Lollapok>oza ·92 in

SCffiffibi(MSion· .~~=!xi~m~ds

In affect, Campbell was the ,. . ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.......·.·.·.·.............·.·.·. . . .·.·.·.·.·.·.:-................ £····....-.·. . . . . ,.............. Is there any significance to
only Florida artist, hand picked
the reoccuntng use of the
1eye' in your work?
by Perry Ferrell, founder and coordinator of this alternative music extravaganza.
Campbell: "It's yourthid eye. JOJr irtuition, ~r
As for Cambell' s work at the Warehouse, I
fun focus. your curiosity. "
What do you mean when you call yourself
thoroughly enjoyed his exhibit and I highly recom....._artist in a can?"
mend that people attend.
For the most part. I found that Campbell's work
Campbell: Essentially. I We i1 a traaer. I cal it the
was not only visually entertaining, but it also maincan.
tained a high degree of artistic integrity and utilized
What advice do you give to aspiring artists?
intricate symbolism.
Campbell: "Oh, whattosay?, um ... ,Work on the
1he following is a brief interview with Keith
inside, not so much the outside. Work on W10 you ere,
Campbell as conducted by Rafael Cardozo and 'hhat you betieve n."
•Interview
• Keith Campbell's exhibit runs from September
Cardozo: What inspires your work?
11th through the 26th. For more information call the~
Campbell:" People, - the way they act and
gallery director, Regina Smith at (407)894•4955 or
interact. I'm a people person. 7
swim the other way!
• rafael cardozo

--------------
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'Sneakers': Love,
lies and secrets
Reafity or Action?
Truth or Deceit?
Time or Space?
Imagine a nightmare where fNery exit is a
dead end.
Vvt10re fNefY friend is an enemy.
Aplace vJlere there is no escape.
The realm of USneakers." a rrotion picture
that excels in filmmaking despite its honiq title.
From beginning to end this film is precise filmmaking from the creativity of the first opening titles of
~ scrambling to the comedic ending scene.
The script development provided through the
screenwriting ability of Phil Alden Robinson v.+lo
also directed "Reid of Dreams" enhances the
exactness of the film's resolve. In essence with
correct literary style the script has consistent
changes of setting, tone and style which adds to
its momentum. The film begins as a melodrama,
switches to 1 a comedy, changes to a technothn11er then transforms into an action-adventure
with a consequent ending.
The transitions are subtle and unnoticeable,
gMng the story a slick plane of progression. The
settings of San Francisco are multi-faceted, ranging from a hardNare stocked workshop to astring
recital theatre to a Chinese restuarant.
· The tone of the film readily changes from dark
and murderous to wild and surreal. The script
direction changes so rapidly and with soch ferocity that it becomes more difficu~ to foresee its
destination which adds to the intentful suspense.
The stellar cast of the motley themed film
pr'O'Jide a rock backborie l4JOl1 which to build
various characterizations. Robert Redford, more
presentable and debonair in this film then in the

roleheermelnshedin Sydney
Pollack's "Havana," expertly
walks a tightrope of drama,
action and comedy, a novel
accomplishment despite his
many years of film experience.
Dan
Aykroyd
of
"Ghostbusters" provides his
most inspired comedic
formance in years as a
techno-handyman who
speaksofhowtheCIAmade
doughnuts and how the government faked the Apollo
moon landing.
River Phoenix, Robert Redford, Dan Aykroyd, and
BenKingsley,bestknown studded cast of "Sneakers."(courtesy/universal Pictures)
for his grand interpretation of
locations by dissecting sounds on the highway,
"Gandhi," intriguingly and accurately creates the
break in the Federal Banking System and drive a
element of the uncertain villain 'v'lhose fate is
unexpected as he toils between friendship and getawcrftru::koverhills.James Earl Jones grandly
interjects a cameo as a National Security agent
lies.
Sidney Poiter v.+lo won an Academy
who grants wishes to the aforementioned charAward for "In the Heat of the Night," provides a
acters as if he were a whimsical Wizard of Oz.
stereotypical interpretation of an ex-CIA agent.
And
this sure isn't Kansas.
The talents of Mary Mcdonnell of "Dances With
The technical edge of "Sneakers" is moch
Wo'lves," are also wasted as she portrays the
more refined than the acting. John Undley's
stereotypical ex-girlfriend of Redford who helps.
cinematograpt¥is twisted and non conventional.
infiltrate Kingsley's compound.
He uses various overhead shots of action to
River Phoenix of "Stand by Me" and "The
provide confusion in the characters' rrovements.
Mosquito Coast" provides innocent comic relief
At one point as Kinsley's voi~ echoes through
as a young techno \'Jiiz who aside from breaking
the corridors of an abandoned building. Urdey
into heavr1y guarded complexes just wants to
uses a wide angle lens, )\'hich gives a rounded
meet a nice girl whom he finds in the film's comic
viewoftheimagetoenhancethedeathlystnlness
ending.
which is much similar to but not as compelling as
David Straithaim adds a weird twiSt to the
director Stanley Kt.brick's images-of the "Disfilm's mixture as a blind man who can determine
C<Nef'Y in 2001."

per-

Sidney Poitier make up the starThe production design by Patricia Von
Brandenstein is reflected in the neolithic concepts of Kingsley's office and the hardware
workshop both of which consume the sets in
surreality. The score by James Homer ranges
from pounding marches on the cello to quick
confused streaks of the violins to haunting
piano chords keeping with the abstract structure of the film. The uniform of these elements
constitutes into the trancendance of a single
filmic motion.
Despite the stereotypical characterization of
both Poiter and McDonnell and its horrencbus
title, "Sneakers" is an excellent fllm ranging from
the urprecedented performances of the cast to
the outstanding tecmical edge of its engineers.
• tim wassberg
staff writer

MORE ITALIAN COURSES
THAN MOST UNIVERSITIES.
Real Italian. Real Fast.
OPENS WEDNESDAY Seplember 30
12025 Collegiate Way/380-3737/SUN-THURS 10:30a.m. -10:00 p.m/FRI &SAT 10:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

replace humans...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

• Protect against infectiofl;
• Accident victims
• Provide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
•New research on life
threatening diseases
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

• Patients in shock
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids
for burns, surgery, or
treatments of illness

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151
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Or ando music scene teams with va· iety

"
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Station crowd gives
Joe Henry static
Central Florida missed an q:>pe>rtunity to broaden its musical
horizons Friday night
Although the Station in Casselbeny was teaming with
people, mostofthemwerethereto seethe headliner, Glen Frye;
that, hovvever, does not excuse the discourteous beliaviorthe
crowd displayed t:CNVard Joe Henry, one of the opening acts.
Maybe it was the fact that Henry was nearly lost in the
averabundance of equipment alreadyonstage for Frye's show;
maybe the crowd was too apprehensive of the violin player
~nyi'lg Henry's songs, thinking, perhaps, that he was a
country act: what is more likely, evidenced 0/ their demeanor,
is that the crowd was just brain-dead.
In spiteofthe lacklusterreception he received upon taking the
stage and the all but non-existent applause at the conclusion of
each song, Henry belted out several nurrbers that certainly
deserved attention. Henry's style is somewhat reminiscent of
John Prine, with just a hint of Bob Dylan thruwn in there. But he
is not just a rerun of past acts.
Henry's lyrics are thought provoking and reflective of real life.
His guitarworkis superb and his vocals add an ifll>ressive quality
to his performance.
The show was in suwart of Henry's fourth abum, "Short
Man's Room." The orly time he got a response from the
audencewaswhen he amounced the last song, ard even then
it was only a half-hearted request that he stay. Recognizing the
situation, Henry repfied, "No, you'll like me better when I'm
gone." The behavbrofthe crowd was not only sad, it was rude.
In the final assessment, the Statior1, with its hard-rock
prtdvities, was justthewrongvenue fora classy and orignal act
like Henry. \Nhatewrthe reason, Henry deserved better from
Central Aorida: we can only hope he gives us another chance.
• francis j. allman

q>inion editor

Kiss tribute band brings
70s back to Orlando
Make-up, platform shoes, leather, blood and pyrotechnics, no
it's not a horror movie. It's a KISS tnbJte band. While KISS is still
strugghng to c0mpete with bands half its age, several bands are
making a IMng kJy- re-enacting the mid-70s glory of KISS.
Strutter are one of a few bands that travel the country resurrecting the make-t.p aro pageantry of vintage KISS. Billed as "Alive Ill"
the band e>cploded onto the stage with the q:>ening bars of "Detroit
RockCity." The band is fathful to the songs." Shock Me" featured
a smokirg, SfD'k shooting guitar. "God of Thlnier" was hi~
G~ted kJy- the blood-spitting of the demon-faced 00ssist The
perfurmaoce of "Beth" was the only glitch in the other-wiSe
po&shed act. The cat-faced dnmmer sang (Jlfer a scratched backl4J record. Other-wise the band was true to form with vocals, music
and mannerisms.
lf;wddn'tgettosee KISS in its peak. ardwonderwhat it m~t
hiwe been lil<e to see the spectacle. you might want to see Strutter
the ned time it comes to~. It's not the real thing, but it's just
rn91t bring a sm1e to a KISS fan's face.
. • ste.-e tuner
~ florida futue

Screaming Iguanas
release nevv album
I

.The Screaming Iguanas of Love brought their
stripped-down, no-frills brand of rock'n'roll to the
Beach Club Cafe Sept. 9 to celebrate the release of
its second CD, "Glad You Weren't There."
Armed only with a classic blood-red Gretsch guitar, a fretle~s Fender bass and a vintage 1965 drum
kit, the Iguanas attacked the night by slamming into
"Wild, Wild, Wild," the title track from their first
release.
The Iguanas' musical barrage encompassed
plenty of material from the band's recent release
including the two hook-lade_
n songs "Yeah I do"
and "Now."
'

,

Before slowing down to do the softer paced "I
Didn't Mean To ... " the Iguanas cruised through
the swampy Roy Loney and the Phantom Movers'
song "Used Hoodo. " Singer and guitarist Greg
· Heine! took the opportunity to twist and mangle his
sound into a seething, feedback induced solo
during "Used Hoodo" that left the audience in
quiet awe.
In what seemed to be reckless abandon the
Iguanas chose to play without a set list. The entire
performance seemed on the brink of chaos as
Reine I shouted the title to the next tune as one was
coming to a crashing ending.
Giant Man opened the show with a loose set of
originals followed by the Jacksonville-based band
Crowsdell.
The night escalated when the Iguanas broke
into a cover of the raunchy "Teenage Head" by the
Fiamin' Groovies and members of Giant Man
reappeared on-stage to help belt out the lyrics.
For the Melbourne-based Screaming Iguanas
of Love, the release of "Glad You Weren't There,"
is a good sign of things to come. With distribution
in the United States, Europe and Japan, the band
and its label, lchiban/Naked Language, expect the
recent release to do as well and probably better
than "Wild ... • Plans for a third release are already
in the works.
• virginia salmon
central florida future
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FILM-ColumbusSetsSail. "1492," ing movies while under the influence of
the Christopher Columbus bio-pic from drugs. Included on the list of 'stoned
director Ridley Scott will hit American must sees' are "Fantasia." "Yellow
theaters on Oct. 9, the exact week of the Submarine" and "2001 : A Spac~ Odys500th anniversary of first landfall by sey." Recent entries on the list include
Columbus. " 1492" is the most expen- "The Doors," "The Lawnmower Man"
sive independent film ever made, which and "Goodfellas" to which a film student
at times made it hard to procure funds, at The School of Visual Arts in New York
several times being shut down while replied, "All the paranoia scenes were
waiting for emergency financing. None pretty intense. On mushrooms, it was
the less. Scott pulled it together and met right on." ... TomCruise's First Words. In
all production deadlines for the films case your curious in the same issue of
release date. "1492" is already a favor- "Premiere" there is also a column on
-ite for some Oscar nominations, and if cel~brities and their first spoken words
Scott's last film, "Thelma & Louise," is ·in film. Here are some of the more off
any indication. even a few statues to beat first lines of now major stars. Tom
Cruise, "Hey, I tried that once. Did I ever
take home... Premiere Trips Out.
In the October edition of "Premiere" tell you guy5? Eight years old and I was
there is a quirky little article about watch- into arson." Rebecca De Momay, "Ex-

cuse me, I think those are my waffles. "
Debra Winger, "It kinda hurt, but it kinda
felt good, you know what I mean?"
MUSIC- What A Babe! Tia Carrere,
the schwing inducing female lead in
"Wayne's Wortd" will soon start recording her debut album. Until then you can
look for her in the film version of "Rising
Sun," along with Sean Connery and
Wesley Snipes... Mondo Bizarre Pair.
Rock group LMng Colour will hook up
with punk group The Ramones,_on The
Ramones latest album, "Mondo
Bizarro". The two groups will perform a
song titled, "Cabbies on Crack." (sounds
like family sing-along material, doesn't
it?)... The Dead Never Sleep. Even though
Grateful Dead front-man Jerry Garcia is
in the middle of a · battle with health

problems that have forced the Dead to
cancel some gigs, that does not mean
they are being unproductive. Look for
"Three From The Vault," a collection of
concert recordings form 1971 to be
released soon ... The Prince Of Tides. In
an odd pairing of talents Prince is writing
songs for an up-coming musical comedy
starring Nick Nolte. <no word yet on
Barbara Streisand's involvement) ...
Bruce and Co. For his latest album Bruce
Hornsby has recruited some major talent to give him a hand. Guest artists
include Bonnie Raitt, Jerry Garcia,
Branford Marsalis and Pat Metheny.
Spike Lee has also agreed to direct a
video.
• david j. shoulberg
staff writer

Will YOU Be Voting in the November Elections?

I

REGISTERED AND VOTING FOR EDUCATION

RAVE "Will be registering students to vote every Wednesday in front of the Library from 10 am - 2 pm.
OR
You can register to vote ANYTIME in Student Government, Mon -Fri, from 9 am -5 pm. ·

OCTOBER 5TH IS THE LAST DAY TO REGISTER IF YOU
WANT TO VOTE IN NOVEMBER.

YOU CAN'T FEEL THE·POWER IF
YOU'VE NEVER HAD IT!

